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Loss of TRIM29 alters keratin distribution to promote cell invasion in squamous 

cell carcinoma 

 

Supplemental Figures 1-18. 
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Supplemental Fig. 1. TRIM29 is highly expressed in stratified epithelial tissues. 

RNA-seq tissue data sets were accessed using the Protein Atlas database 

(www.proteinatlas.org). RNA-seq tissue data are reported as mean transcripts per 

million (TPM), corresponding to mean values of the different individual samples from 

each tissue. Color-coding is based on tissue groups, each consisting of tissues with 

functional features in common. The methodology of RNA-seq assay is detailed on the 

Human Protein Altas website (www.proteinatlas.org). RNA expression of TRIM29 is 

high in the tonsils, esophagus, and skin (red circles). 

http://www.proteinatlas.org/
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Supplemental Fig. 2. The expression levels of TRIM29 protein are as high in benign 

skin tumors as they are in normal epidermis. (A) TRIM29 immunoscore (IS) data 

were generated from cutaneous SCC in situ (Bowen’s disease). Data (mean ± SD) 

comparing adjacent normal epidermis (N = 10) and Bowen’s disease (N=10). * p < 

0.05 (B) TRIM29 IS data were generated from five cases with seborrheic keratosis for 

a comparison of adjacent normal epidermis (N = 5) and seborrheic keratosis (N = 5) 

(n.s. = not significant). (C) TRIM29 IS data were generated from five cases with 

verruca vulgaris for a comparison of adjacent normal epidermis (N = 5) and verruca 

vulgaris (N = 5) (n.s. = not significant).  
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Supplemental Fig. 3. The expression level of TRIM29 is low in 

keratoacanthoma-like SCC, but not in keratoacanthoma. TRIM29 immunoscore (IS) 

data were generated from keratoacanthoma (KA) and KA-like squamous cell 

carcinoma (SCC). Data (mean ± SD) comparing KA (N = 4) and KA-like SCC (N=6). 

* p < 0.05 
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Supplemental Fig. 4. Reduced TRIM29 RNA expression is associated with DNA 

methylation in cutaneous SCCs. (A) Normal epidermis (N = 2) and primary cutaneous 

SCC tumors (N = 6) were assayed for relative TRIM29 mRNA expression using 
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qRT-PCR. Data were normalized by GAPDH. (B) Structure of the human TRIM29 

gene. Data were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway). A CpG island (black arrow, green 

rectangle) is located on exon 1 of the TRIM29 gene and localizes with the enrichment 

of H3K27Ac (purple histogram). (C) Localization of PCR primer for bisulfite 

sequencing (F1-R1) within the CpG island using MethPrimer 

(www.urogene.org/methprimer/index1.html). (D) Genome DNA was harvested from 

normal epidermis (N = 2) and primary cutaneous SCC tumors (N = 6) and analyzed by 

bisulfite sequencing (filled: methylated CpG; open: unmethylated CpG). All sequences 

show 100% bisulfite conversion efficiency.  

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway
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Supplemental Fig. 5. TRIM29 expression is silenced in cutaneous SCC cells.  

(A) Genomic DNA was harvested from normal keratinocytes, HaCaT cells, and A431 

SCC cells and was analyzed by bisulfite sequencing (filled: methylated CpG; open: 

unmethylated CpG). All sequences show 100% bisulfite conversion efficiency. (B) 

A431 cells were treated with 5-azacytidine for 10 days, and mRNA levels of TRIM29 

were measured by quantitative RT-PCR. ** p < 0.01  (C) A431 cells were cultured 

with or without 5-azacytidine for 10 days. Genomic DNA was analyzed by bisulfite 

sequencing. All of the sequencings show 100% bisulfite conversion efficiency. 
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Supplemental Fig. 6. The cell proliferation of TRIM29-knockdown cancer cells does 

not differ significantly from that of the control cells.  

(A) A431 and DJM1 cells (1.0 x 105) stably containing shRNAs were seeded onto 

6-cm dishes and cultured for 1, 3, and 5 days. The numbers of cells were counted 
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(mean ± SD; n = 3). (B) A431(1.0 x 104) and DJM1 cells (5.0 x 103) stably containing 

shRNAs were plated in 96-well plates and cultured for 24, 48, and 72 hours. Cell 

viability was determined by MTT assay (mean ± SD; n = 3). (C) A431 (1.0 x 104) and 

DJM1 cells (3.0 x 103) stably expressing HA-TRIM29 or control cells were plated in 

96-well plates, and cultured for 48 and 72 hours. Cell viability was determined by 

MTT assay (mean ± SD; n = 3). 
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Supplemental Fig. 7. siRNA-mediated TRIM29-knockdown does not affect cell 

proliferation. (A) HaCaT, A431, DJM1, and SAS cells were transfected with pooled 

siRNAs as indicated. At 48 hours after transfection, cell lysates were analyzed by 

immunoblotting. (B) At 48 and 72 hours after siRNA transfection, cell viability was 

determined by MTT assay (mean ± SD; n = 3).  
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Supplemental Fig. 8. TRIM29 regulates migration of SCC cells and immortalized 

epidermal keratinocytes. (A, C) mRNA and proteins were generated from DJM1 SCC 

cells and HaCaT cells that stably contained shRNAs (#1, #2) and a scramble control. 

The mRNA and proteins were analyzed by qRT-PCR (left) and immunoblotting (right), 

respectively. (B, D) Cell cultures were wounded with a pipette tip and photographed. 

Scale bar = 200 µm. Data indicates recovery lengths (N = 3 each). ** p < 0.01, *** p < 

0.001  
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Supplemental Fig. 9. TRIM29 regulates migration of SCC cells and immortalized 

epidermal keratinocytes.  

(A, C) Protein lysates were generated from DJM1 SCC cells and HaCaT cells that 

stably contained HA-tagged TRIM29 and a mock control. Proteins were analyzed by 

SDS-PAGE/immunoblotting using the indicated antibodies. (B, D) Cultures were 

wounded and photographed. Scale bar = 200 µm. Data indicate recovery lengths (N = 

3 each). ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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Supplemental Fig. 10. TRIM29 knockdown increases cell invasion in SCC cells and 

immortalized epidermal keratinocytes.  

(A, C) DJM1 SCC cells and HaCaT immortalized keratinocytes that stably contain 

shRNAs (#1, #2) and a scramble control were employed for the cell invasion analysis. 

Invaded cell were counted in four randomly chosen high-power fields, and the 

averages of invaded cells were bar-graphed (mean ± SD). * p < 0.05, scale bar = 50 

µm. (B, D) DJM1 and HaCaT cells that stably contain HA-tagged TRIM29 and mock 

control were employed for cell invasion analysis. The averages of invaded cells were 

bar-graphed (mean ± SD). ** p < 0.01, scale bar = 100 µm. 
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Supplemental Fig. 11. TRIM29 knockdown increases cell invasion in oral SCC cells. 

(A) Proteins were generated from SAS SCC cells that stably contained shRNAs (#1, 

#2) and a scramble control. The proteins were analyzed by immunoblotting using 

indicated antibodies. (B) SAS cells were employed for the cell invasion analysis. 

Invaded cell were counted in four randomly chosen high-power fields, and the 

averages of invaded cells were bar-graphed (mean ± SD). ** p < 0.01, scale bar = 100 

µm. 
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Supplemental Fig. 12. TRIM29 knockdown enhances the cancer cell metastasis. 

5 x 105 DJM1 SCC cells stably containing shRNAs (#2) and scramble control were 

injected into immunocompromised mice intravenously. At 21 days, lung metastases 

were analyzed. The numbers of tumor metastases were counted by low-magnification 

fluorescent microscopy (GFP channel, BZ-9000, Keyence). The results are shown by 

merged image of bright field and GFP channel. (A, upper, scale bar = 1.0 mm). The 

extracted lung tumors were analyzed immunohistochemically, showing that the 

expression of TRIM29 in DJM1 cells containing sh-TRIM29(#2) was lower than in the 

control cells (A, lower, scale bar = 200 µm). The averages of tumor metastases were 

bar-graphed (B, mean ± SD). ** p < 0.01 
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Supplemental Fig. 13. The top 20 list of proteins bound with FLAG-TRIM29 in mass 

spectrometry analysis. (A) The Venn diagram indicates the number of proteins 

identified as interacting with FLAG-TRIM29 (PSMs: peptide spectrum matches = 3 or 

more). 83 proteins were identified using HaCaT cells, and 95 were identified in A431 

SCC cells. 67 proteins overlapped. (B) The top 20 overlapping proteins in high-scoring 

PSM (highlighted: keratin-binding protein FAM83H). 
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Supplemental Fig. 14. TRIM29 co-localizes with FAM83H. 

(A–E) Confocal immunofluorescence of HaCaT cells showing that endogenous 

TRIM29 and FAM83H co-localize. Stained for (A) TRIM29, (B) FAM83H, (C) DAPI 

(nuclear), and (D) A, B, and C merged. (E) Fluorescence intensity profile over a 

random cross section (white dotted lines) shows a correlation of intensities of 

fluorophores used to visualize TRIM29 (green) and FAM83H (red). 
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Supplemental Fig. 15. TRIM29 co-localizes with FAM83H. 

Co-localization analysis of TRIM29 and FAM83H using confocal immunofluorescence 

microscopy. Left: HaCaT cells were fixed and immunostained. TRIM29 is shown in 

green (Alexa Fluor 488), whereas FAM83H is displayed in red (Alexa Fluor 594). 

Middle: The corresponding pixel fluorograms in the white dotted areas (1) are shown 

(x axis, intensity of FAM83H pixels; y axis, intensity of TRIM29 pixels). A high 

degree of co-localization is revealed by the diagonal distribution of the dots on the 

fluorogram, whereas a lack of co-localization is characterized by two distinct 

populations with a minimal overlap of dots distributed toward the x and y axes, 

respectively. The red dotted box indicates the pixels of high TRIM29 intensity and 

high FAM83H intensity. The right panels show the re-constituted images that 

correspond to the pixels of the red dotted box, suggesting that TRIM29 and FAM83 

co-localize mainly in the cytosol. 
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Supplemental Fig. 16. The zinc finger, B-box, coiled-coil, and C-terminal domains of 

TRIM29 are necessary for the formation of the TRIM29-keratin-FAM83H complex. 

(A) Schematic representation of full-length and truncated proteins. (B) The proteins 

were harvested from HaCaT cells that stably express FLAG-tagged full-length or 

truncated TRIM29 proteins. Cell lysates were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and 

immunoblotting using anti-FLAG and actin antibodies. (C, D)  

Immunoprecipitation analysis using 1%NP40 lysate shows that the zinc finger, B-box, 

coiled-coil, and C-terminal domains of TRIM29 are necessary for the formation of the 
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TRIM29-keratin-FAM83H complex. (E) Confocal immunofluorescence images show 

the co-localization of exogenous TRIM29 (full length, and Δ1: N-terminal region 

deleted), and keratins. Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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Supplemental Fig. 17. Schema of the keratin distribution patterns. We categorized 

primary samples into two patterns: “diffuse” or “non-diffuse (perinuclear or random)”. 

Orange patterns indicate keratins, and blue circles indicate nuclei.  
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Supplemental Fig. 18. Knockdown of TRIM29 alters the distribution of keratins.  

The extracted lung tumors (see Supplemental Fig. 12) were analyzed 

immunohistochemically using anti-cytokeratin (upper, 34bE12) and TRIM29 (lower) 

antibodies. Red arrows indicate perinuclear or eccentric localization of keratins. Scale 

bar = 200 µm. 


